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Spectral and spatial characterization of a radio frequency power absorption
in high pressure helicon plasmas
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A power absorption in helicon plasma excited by doublem50 antenna is considered at high argon
pressures, when the electron collision frequency exceeds the driving frequency. The influence of
various factors is examined, including the plasma density and nonuniformity, magnetic field, gas
pressure, and antenna spectrum. The wave dispersion curves and absorbed power spectra are
comparatively examined to find out the scaling laws. The spatial distribution of the deposited power
is characterized both qualitatively and quantitatively by considering the absorption profiles and
fractions of the total power absorbed in the under antenna and edge regions of the plasma column.
Dependencies of the plasma load resistance on various parameters and magnetic field profiles are
examined and compared with experimental results. Computations are performed using two
alternative models, either taking into account or neglecting the excitation of quasi-electrostatic
Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! waves. Results on the plasma resistance are found to be close in both
models provided collisional damping of helicons is not so low as to give rise to the cavity
resonances. Inclusion of the TG waves yields magnetic field profiles which are substantially
localized near the antenna, and absorption profiles strongly peaking in the peripheral plasma,
underneath the antenna. With neglect of the TG waves, the magnetic fields and absorption profiles
are found to be much more extended in both axial and radial directions from the antenna. Theory
accounting for the TG waves gives a better fit over a broad range of parameters to the measured
data, especially regarding the magnetic field profiles. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The helicon discharge is extensively examined as an
ficient source of dense low temperature plasmas for b
basic research and numerous ground and space a
cations.1,2 It is employed in materials processing~see, e.g.,
Refs. 3–5!, and is expected to serve as an element for v
ous tools, including a recent proposal of a plasma rocket
deep space missions.6 The mechanisms of a radio frequen
~rf! power absorption in helicon discharges are still un
discussion in numerous papers. Since it became clear
direct collisional damping of helicons is much too weak
explain experiments,7 two most frequently discussed mech
nisms are the kinetic mechanism of electron acceleration
the helicon wave fields, and the fluid mechanism of the m
conversion of helicons into quasi-electrostatic waves. T
electron acceleration has been examined both in a lin
form, as the Landau damping of monochromatic wave8 or as
a transient wave-electron interaction in the antenna n
field,9 and in a nonlinear form as an electron trapping by
longitudinal electric field of the helicon wave.10 The genera-
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tion of accelerated electrons in helicon discharges has b
confirmed in some experiments, but discarded in others~see
discussion and references in Ref. 11!.

The appearance of quasi-electrostatic waves, which
also referred to as the slow or Trivelpiece–Gould~TG!
waves, is not self-evident in helicon plasmas. These wa
are quasi-electrostatic and thus cannot be efficiently exc
directly by the driving antenna via the mechanism of indu
tive coupling.12 The group velocity resonance cone of T
waves,u'v/vce , whereu is an angle with respect to th
magnetic field,v the driving frequency, andvce the electron
gyrofrequency, is not a location of spatially resonant pow
flux from a line rf current source exciting a uniform, un
bounded plasma.13 However, the plasma boundary and/or t
radial density gradient stimulate generation of the elec
static activity. It arises as a response to the redundant pla
polarization produced by helicon electric fields and can
interpreted as the mode conversion of the helicon waves
TG waves. In uniform plasma, the surface conversion occ
at an abrupt interface of the plasma with insulating wal12

The absorption in this case is mainly provided by the T
waves and is maximum at the plasma boundary. The in
sive generation of the TG waves underneath the antenna
give rise to the absorption hump, which extends along
group velocity resonance cone.14,15 In nonuniform plasma,
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the conversion occurs also in the bulk plasma, where i
enhanced in the regions of strong density gradient.16,17In this
case, the source of the TG wave generation is not spat
localized, so that the contribution of the TG waves to t
absorption profile is quite smooth and cannot be dis
guished in computations from the contribution due to co
sional damping of helicon waves.

The antenna coupling to and power absorption in helic
plasmas was theoretically examined using two different
proaches based on the fluid plasma model. One of them
rigorous in that it includes the effect of electron inertia
employing the full dielectric tensor. Specific computatio
for radially uniform and nonuniform plasmas were pe
formed using codes of two kinds: 1D codes which assu
both axial and azimuthal plasma uniformity and use the F
rier decomposition of fields,12,14,15,17–19and 2D codes which
include the axial nonuniformity and use the finite eleme
method.20,21 Obtained results clearly showed the generat
of quasi-electrostatic activity in helicon plasmas. Another
proach neglects the effect of electron inertia and thus a
matically excludes the TG waves.22,23 Both theoretical ap-
proaches were recently compared in detail for wea
collisional plasma.24

Although rigorous theory predicts generation of T
waves in helicon plasma, direct experimental evidence is
yet available. The reason is that these waves are norm
very short scale in most experimental conditions. Anot
reason is that it is difficult to distinguish the contributio
from the TG waves in standard measurements of the m
netic field profiles,25 which is confirmed by computations.24

A few experimental results reported so far provide an in
rect evidence for the TG wave excitation in the range of l
gas pressures where the ratio of electron collision-to-driv
frequency is less than unity. These are recent measurem
of the power balance in a conventional helicon discharg15

dispersion examination in a helicon discharge excited by
antenna,26 and comparative studies on the plasma lo
resistance.11,27,28 Unfortunately, a detailed comparison o
theory with experiment was not yet performed for the lo
pressure range.

A discharge at high pressures, where the electron c
sion frequency substantially exceeds the driving freque
and the electron mean free path is much shorter than
characteristic wavelength, has been examined less ofte
though it is also of interest for applications.29 A comparison
of experimental results with theory based on the fluid mo
seems to be more credible in the high pressure range i
much as kinetic effects are suppressed. Systematic dat
the behavior of helicon discharge at argon pressures up t
mTorr have been reported only recently,30 and have been
compared in detail with computations based on rigoro
theory accounting for the excitation of the TG waves.19 In
those experiments, a long straight device immersed in a
form magnetic field was used, so that a geometry of theo
ical model was quite adequate for the experiment. Agreem
of the results, including the antenna load resistance, m
netic field profiles, and thresholds for the density jumps, w
shown to be pretty good over a broad range of opera
parameters, in spite of the use of a uniform plasma mode19
Downloaded 25 Sep 2001 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Another comparative study was recently performed with
similar device at argon pressure of 30 mTorr.23 In general,
satisfactory agreement was reported of the experimental
versus the load resistance, with results computed with us
theoretical approach neglecting the electrostatic waves.22 In
the present paper, we theoretically examine both approa
to ascertain the difference between them in the range of h
pressures, and estimate the range of their validity by co
paring the computed results with experimental data on
load resistance and magnetic field profiles.

The paper is organized as follows. Two theoretical mo
els, both regarding and neglecting the TG waves, are in
duced in Sec. II. Comparative analysis of the wave disp
sion and power absorption spectra is presented in Sec.
Profiles and quantitative characteristics of the spatial dis
bution of the rf power absorption are discussed in Sec.
Section V presents computed dependences of the pla
load resistance on various parameters. Experimental and
oretical results are compared in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, w
summarize the results and conclude.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

To examine rf power absorption inm50 helicon
plasma, we use a theoretical model31 generalized to include
the effect of radial plasma nonuniformity. The plasma is co
sidered as an axially uniform cylindrical column of leng
L5zR2zL , with two conducting flanges located atz5zR

andzL ~see Fig. 1!. The plasma is immersed in axial uniform
magnetic field of strengthB0 , and is confined radially by a
thin nonconducting vessel of radiusr 0 . The radial plasma
profile is assumed to be of parabolic form

n~r !5n02~n02nedge!~r /r 0!2, ~1!

FIG. 1. A model of the helicon source excited by double-loopm50 antenna
~top!, and normalized spectral intensity of the antenna current density~bot-
tom!. Column graph and solid curve are, respectively, the real spectrum
its envelope for the parallel currents~PC! in the antenna loops. Dashe
curve is the spectral envelope for the anti-parallel antenna currents~AC!.
Conducting end-flanges are denoted as CF.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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wheren0 is the center density, and the edge density,nedge,
can vary from 0 ton0 .

The double-loopm50 antenna is centered atz5za and
consists of two identical radially thin rings, each of radiusr a

and of finite widthb, spaced a distanced apart. The rings
contain rf currents equal in amplitude with parallel or an
parallel directions,I (t)5I a cosvt. The ac fields in plasma
and vacuum are described by Maxwell equations

c¹ÃE52]B/]t, c¹ÃB5]D/]t14p ja , ~2!

where ja5ûi a(z)d(r 2r a)cosvt is the antenna current den
sity, û a unit vector in the azimuthal direction, andc the
speed of light. As the plasma is supposed to be axially u
form, one can employ the Fourier decomposition over ax
discrete wave numbersk5 l zp/L( l z51,2,...)32,33

i a5( i k sinkz8, ~3!

E52 ReH( @E'k~r !sinkz81 ẑEzk~r !coskz8#

3exp~2 ivt !J , ~4!

wherez85z2zL , andẑ is a unit vector in the axial direction
Series for the magnetic fieldB is similar to Eq.~4! but with
sinkz8 and coskz8 interchanged. Although each of harmoni
in Eq. ~4! represents an axial standing wave, the total field
not a standing wave inasmuch as the amplitudes are the c
plex functions in the presence of dissipation. Thus, the t
field is found to be a combination of standing and travel
waves. Note that the form of series~4! implies vanishing of
the tangential field on the conducting end-flanges. In
presence of sheath, the effective boundary condition
change.34 However, this effect is inessential at high pressu
because the waves radiated by the antenna are dampe
fore reaching the ends. Computation results were found t
insensitive to the value ofL.19

According to the results of measurements,35 the distribu-
tion of the antenna current is well uniform across the rin
We assume also the azimuthal uniformity of current, that
a charge-free or purely inductive coupling,¹• ja50. In the
computations, the following geometric parameters were c
sen to match the experiments30

za5220 cm, d52 cm, b51 cm, r 052.5 cm,

r a53 cm, zL5280 cm, ~5!

except that the length of the plasma column was assu
shorter than the experimental value,L5160 cm ~i.e., zR

580 cm!. This allows one to keep fewer harmonics and th
to save computation time without loss of accuracy. Indeed
the high pressures under consideration the results do not
fer from parasitic reflections. With the above parameters,
antenna spectral intensity,u i ku2, is shown in Fig. 1 for the
parallel and anti-parallel currents in the antenna loops. W
parallel currents, a broad spectral minimum appears al z

'80 due to the geometry of the antenna, which cannot ex
harmonics with axial half-wavelengths around the dista
between the antenna rings. A considerable decrease o
Downloaded 25 Sep 2001 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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spectral intensity forl z.40 is important for antenna cou
pling in some cases; it will be referred to as the ‘‘depletio
of the antenna spectrum. The spectrum is found to hav
broken form with many local minima arising due to speci
position of the antenna rings relative to the conducting en
However, such spikes are not physically important: all t
spatial distributions are found to be smooth provided tha
sufficient number of harmonics is taken into account~see
also Ref. 19!. It is convenient to characterize the anten
spectrum by its envelope. In Fig. 1 are plotted the envelo
for both the parallel and anti-parallel current spectra.

Substituting series~4! into Maxwell equations~2! and
introducing the dimensionless field amplitudesek andbk

Ek~r !5~2p/c!i kek~r !, Bk~r !5~2p/c!i kbk~r !,

one arrives at the following set of the first-order different
equations in cylindrical coordinates:

NK1ez852 iNK2eu1 i ~N22K1!bu ,

iN~reu!852rbz ,
~6!

NK1bz85 i ~K1
22K2

22N2K1!eu1 iNK2bu ,

iN~rbu!85K3rez ,

whereN5kc/v is a longitudinal refractive index, the prim
denotes the derivative with respect to the dimensionless
dius r5kr, and the subscriptk in the amplitudes is omitted
for the sake of simplicity. The radial field components a
expressed in an algebraic way

er5 i ~Nbu2K2eu!/K1 , br5 iNeu . ~7!

The permittivity tensor is considered in the cold plasm
approximation

K1512( ~vpa
2 ga /Da!,

~8!

K25( ~vpa
2 vca /vDa!, K3512( ~vpa

2 /v2ga!,

where the sum is over all species (a5e,i ), vpa andvca are
the plasma and cyclotron frequencies of species, res
tively, and

Da5~vga!22vca
2 , ga511 i ~na /v!. ~9!

The electron collision frequency takes into account
electron-neutral and electron-ion collisions,ne5nen1nei . In
the range of electron temperatures 3–8 eV, the follow
approximation was used for the electron-neutral collisions
argon,nen'1.33106pArTe (s21), wherepAr is Ar pressure,
in mTorr, and Te the electron temperature, in eV. Th
electron-ion collision frequency,nei , was estimated from the
Spitzer formula. Landau damping was found to be negligi
at the high collisionality under consideration.19 In the com-
putations, we putn i /v50.1 and employed the following
parameters, which are close to the experimental values: d
ing frequency v/2p57 MHz, electron temperatureTe

54 eV, and Ar pressurepAr56 and 51 mTorr.30

To find the fields, one should solve, for each of harmo
ics, Eqs.~6! in the plasma and similar equations~with K1
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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5K351 andK250! in the gap between the plasma surfa
and the antenna, atr 0,r ,r a , and in the region outside th
antenna, atr .r a . ~The outer boundary is assumed at infi
ity.! These solutions are joined by imposing the followi
conditions on the tangential fields:~i! continuity of all field
components atr 5r 0 , and ~ii ! the continuity atr 5r a of all
components except for thebz field, which has to satisfy the
conditionbz(r a10)2bz(r a20)521.

Solutions to Eqs.~6! in the radially uniform plasma are
readily found as combinations of the Bessel functio
J0,1(k'r ) where the perpendicular wave numberk' acquires
the two values,kH andkTG, which relate to the helicon an
TG waves.31 These values are the roots of an exact biq
dratic ~relative to bothk' andk! dispersion equation.36 With
a nonuniform plasma profile, Eqs.~6! were numerically in-
tegrated using Mathematica 3.0. The computation sch
was similar to that reported in Ref. 17: nonsingular~at r
50! fundamental solutions were found with the initial co
ditions taken atr 5r min!r0 as appropriate values of the un
form solutions. Outside the plasma, analytical solutions w
used as combinations of the modified Bessel functions.
total fields were computed by making the finite sums~4!
over l z ranging 1 to some maximum wave number,l z max. In
each case,l z max was optimized to avoid the instability o
computation for very short modes, but to hold accuracy t
reasonable level of a few percent.

The rate of work done by them50 antenna current to
excite the fields,P52* j aEu dV, where Eu(r ,z,t) is the
azimuthal electric field and the integration is over volum
can be expressed as the product of the antenna curren
antenna voltage,I (t)U(t). Using Eqs.~3! and ~4! and inte-
grating yields the complex load impedance of the ante
defined as a proportionality coefficient between the comp
amplitudes of the antenna voltage and current

Za52
4p2r aL

cIa
2 ( u i ku2euk~r 5r a!. ~10!

The real and imaginary parts of the impedance,Za5Ra

2 iL a , represent the antenna load resistance and inducta
respectively.

The specific power absorbed in the plasma is

pa5
v

2p
Im@K1uE'u21K3uEzu212K2 Re~ErEu* !#, ~11!

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The
power absorbed in the plasma,Pa , is the integral ofpa over
the plasma volume. It may be written asPa5(1/2)RpI a

2,
where the plasma load resistance is the sum of partial re
tances overl z

Rp5( R~ l z!. ~12!

As long as the emission of electromagnetic waves outside
system and losses in the antenna circuit and metal envi
ment are neglected, the following equality holdsRp5Ra .
SinceRp is the integral characteristic whereasRa is defined
by the boundary value of the azimuthal electric field, th
equality can be used for checking on the accuracy
Downloaded 25 Sep 2001 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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computations.24 Computation errors of this sort were foun
to be well below 1%, in spite of the fact that the fields va
extremely steeply at high collisionality considered. T
plasma load reactance is defined asLp5La2Lv whereLv is
the vacuum~without plasma! load reactance.27

Along with the above rigorous model, we have also co
sidered a simplified approach taking only the helicon wa
into account. Following Ref. 24, we will refer to these mo
els as to the helicon—Trivelpiece–Gould~H-TG! and trans-
verse electric–helicon~TE-H! approximations, respectively
In the TE-H approach, it is assumed thatEz50, so that the
first Eq. ~6! acquires an algebraic form whereas the last E
~6! is dropped from the set. Thus, the TE-H approach p
ceeds from solving of two equations instead of syst
~6!22,24

iN~reu!852rbz , bz852 iNQeu , ~13!

where Q5@(N22K1)22K2
2#/N2(N22K1). The rest of the

field components are expressed as

er5 iK 2eu /~N22K1!, br5 iNeu , bu52 iNer .
~14!

The computation procedure and accuracy control were s
lar to those described above.

III. WAVE DISPERSION AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA

To interpret the spectra and profiles of rf power abso
tion, it is helpful to examine the wave dispersion in the u
form unbounded plasma approximation by using the disp
sion relation in the formk'5F(k,B0 ,n0 ,ne) wherek'5kr

1 ik i is the complex perpendicular wave number, and
parallel wave numberk is considered as a real variable. A
zero collisions, this equation defines the regions of para
eters in which the waves are propagating (Imk'50) or eva-
nescent (Imk'Þ0). In the latter case, the fields exponentia
decay from the source even at zero collisions, with a p
etration depthki

21.
At low magnetic fields,vce!vugeu, the plasma is actu-

ally unmagnetized and thus isotropic. For an axially unifo
mode withk50, the following relation~see, e.g., Ref. 37!
defines the penetration depth

dc5~c/v!Im~K3!21/2'dH 2
11~ne /v!2

11@11~ne /v!2#1/2J 1/2

,

~15!

where d5c/vpe is the collisionless skin depth atB050.
Equation ~15! shows a transition from the collisionless
collisional skin effect: the penetration depth monotonica
increases withne . For the mode with finite axial wave num
ber, the depth takes the form (c/v)Im(K32N2)21/2, where
N5kc/v. It decreases with increasingk, as shown in Fig.
2~a!. The power absorption spectrum; that is, the depende
of the partial resistance on axial wave numberR( l z) @see Eq.
~12!#, is shown in Fig. 2~b! for the excitation with parallel
antenna currents. As the spectrum keeps the same fine s
ture as the antenna spectrum~compare Fig. 1!, it is suitable
to consider the spectral envelope also shown in Fig. 2~b!.
The spectral intensity rapidly drops with increasingk and
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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vanishes forl z.40, due to both the decrease of the pene
tion depth and the ‘‘depletion’’ of the antenna spectrum. N
that a finite gap between the antenna and plasma also red
the contribution of the higher modes to the absorption.19

At higher magnetic fields,vce@vugeu, the plasma is
magnetized and thus anisotropic. In this case,k' can be
evaluated from the solution to either the exact biquadr
equation36 or to the following approximate quadratic equ
tion:

@ktk~vce /v!2kt
2ge#d

251, ~16!

where kt is the total wave number. Equation~16! is valid
providedvLH!v!vpe wherevLH is the lower hybrid fre-
quency, andvce!vpe , so that the components of the pe
mittivity tensor Eq.~8! take an approximate form

K1'vpe
2 ge /vce

2 , K2'2vpe
2 /vvce ,

~17!
K3'2vpe

2 /v2ge .

As long as Eq.~16! includes all the wave numbers multiplie
by d, this provides a scaling of the dispersion curves w
density. Although this approximate scaling neglects
variation ofne with density through the Coulomb collisions
it is quite good at high pressures.

In the axially uniform case,k50, the penetration depth
are known to differ for the electric field polarized along~TM
polarization! and across~TE polarization! the static magnetic
field ~see, e.g., Ref. 37!

d i5dc , d'5~c/v!Im@~K1
22K2

2!/K1#21/2. ~18!

FIG. 2. Spectral characteristics for an unmagnetized uniform plasma~a!
Dispersion curves of oscillations and asymptoteki5k. ~b! The power ab-
sorption spectrum~column graph! and its envelope~solid curve!, for the
parallel currents in the antenna loops.pAr551 mTorr and n052
31012 cm23.
Downloaded 25 Sep 2001 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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However, for dense plasmas, when relations~17! are true,
one arrives atd''d i5dc , so that the effect of magneti
field is of no account for the penetration of axially unifor
fields.

A finite axial wave number, even if it is quite smallk
*(v/vced), substantially changes the dispersion. In th
case, Eq.~16! describes the oscillations of two differen
kinds, that is helicon and Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! waves. At
zero collisions, their dispersion curves are shown in F
3~a!. Propagating helicon waves are known to exist in a fin
region of axial wave numbers12

klow,k,kup, ~19!

where

klow5d212~v/vce! and kup5d21~v/vce!
1/2. ~20!

The upper boundary of this region is a cutoff for helico
~k'→0 at k→kup!. Short helicons,k.kup, are purely eva-
nescent oscillations,kr

(H)50. The branch of propagating TG
waves exists atk.klow , and merges to the helicon branch
k5klow . Both waves are evanescent in the long wave reg
k,klow , where they have real wave numbers opposite
sign, kr

(H)52kr
(TG) , and equalki which tends to 1/d at k

→0. The modes in this region subject to a magnetic fi
reduced collisionless skin effect, that is have penetrat
depths exceedingd.

FIG. 3. Spectral characteristics for a magnetized uniform plasma. W
dispersion curves at~a! zero collisions, and~b! Ar pressure of 51 mTorr. H
and TG denote the helicon and TG dispersion branches, respectively~c!
Envelopes of the power absorption spectra computed with H-TG and T
models, at parallel antenna currents andpAr551 mTorr, B05100 G andn0

5231012 cm23.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Figure 3~b! shows the dispersion curves calculated
high collisionality,pAr551 mTorr. The TG waves decay at
short distance which is less than bothdc and the
wavelength31

ki
~TG!'knevce~v21ne

2!21@kr
~TG! . ~21!

On the contrary, helicons are extremely weakly damp
waves. Inside the propagation region Eq.~19! the following
approximate relation is true:12

ki
~H !'nek

23d24v2vce
23}nen0

2B0
23. ~22!

One can see from Fig. 3~b! that at 51 mTorr the helicons sti
exist as propagating waves (ki

(H),kr
(H)) over all the region

k,kup, except for its long wavelength part where they suf
from the reduced collisional skin effect. Atk→0, the pen-
etration depths for both waves become equal to that for
unmagnetized plasma,dc . The helicon branch of Imk' has a
minimum at k&kup. At k.kup, the graph ofki

(H) rapidly
approaches to that for unmagnetized plasma,ki'k. Very
short helicon modes are similar to the evanescent vacuum
modes, and are insensitive to both collisions and the m
netic field.

Figure 3~c! shows the envelope of the power absorpti
spectrum computed with the H-TG model~solid circles!. As
compared with the case of unmagnetized plasma, the spe
amplitudes are practically the same for the lower modesk
,klow , but are found to be enhanced for the intermedi
modes, Eq.~19!, whereas they are reduced for evanesc
modes,k.kup. Thus, the spectrum is cut abovekup rather
than above 1/dc , as it is at B050. Inasmuch askupdc

'(ne /vce)
1/2,1, the magnetic field gives rise to narrowin

of the k-spectrum. The envelope of the absorption spectr
computed with alternative, TE-H model is shown in Fig. 3~c!
by open circles. In contrast with the H-TG spectrum, it dro
more rapidly for the short modes and demonstrates the m
mum at intermediatek. It arises from the first radial cavity
resonance, as was found by considering an approximate
persion relation for the helicon eigenmodes,Bz(r 5r 0)50,24

which yields the following condition for thepth radial reso-
nance of them50 mode:

k'kres5r 0vvpe
2 /qpc2vce , ~23!

where the numerical factorqp refers to thepth root of J0

~q1'2.40,q2'5.52,...!.
As long as the dispersion curves scale approxima

with density asd21;n0
1/2, one can deduce their behavior

higher~lower! density by extending~shrinking! the graphs in
Fig. 3 along both axes. Figure 4~a! shows the dispersion
curves computed for the same conditions as in Fig. 3~b! but
at higher densityn05131013cm23. The graphs look similar
to those in Fig. 3~b!, since the limits along both axes we
deliberately scaled up asn0

1/2. The envelope of the H-TG
absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 4~b! ~solid circles!. As
compared with Fig. 3~c!, a steeper drop of the spectrum o
curs for higher harmonics, due to the ‘‘depletion’’ of th
antenna spectrum. The envelope of the TE-H absorp
spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 4~b! by open circles, has a
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maximum arising from the first radial cavity resonance.
small hump corresponding to the second radial resonanc
also seen at lowerk.

Figure 4~c! shows the envelopes of the absorption sp
trum for anti-parallel antenna currents. The H-TG envelo
has a maximum, which arises in a competition of the incre
ing intensity of the antenna spectrum and decreasing ex
tion capacity of the short modes. One can see that absorp
spectrum is low atk.kup, in spite of that the antenna spe
trum grows up tol z'80 ~see Fig. 1!. Thus, the effect of the
wave dispersion strongly predominates over the effect of
tenna spectrum. The maximum of the TE-H spectrum in F
4~c! arises from the cavity resonance, at the samek as in the
case of parallel excitation.

Figure 5 demonstrates changes of the dispersion and
sorption spectrum with varying gas pressure~collision fre-
quency! and magnetic field. Plots in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! were
computed for the same conditions as in Fig. 3, but at low
Ar pressure of 6 mTorr (ne /v'0.9). One can see from Fig
5~a! that the effect of pressure differs substantially for t
different parts of the helicon dispersion curve. As compa
with the case of 51 mTorr~see Fig. 3!, the penetration depth
is lower for the long helicon modes,k,klow , as a result of
decreaseddc . On the contrary, the depth is substantia
higher for the intermediate modes,klow,k,kup in agree-
ment with Eq.~22!. The branch of evanescent helicon mod
k.kup, is practically insensitive to pressure. The penetrat
depths of the TG waves are much lower at 6 mTorr than a
mTorr @compare Figs. 3~b! and 5~a!#. Indeed, Eq.~21! says
that damping of the TG modes peaks atne /v'1, which is
just the case at 6 mTorr. The envelope of the absorp

FIG. 4. Dispersion curves~a! and envelopes of the absorption spectra
parallel ~b! and anti-parallel~c! antenna currents, for the uniform plasm
pAr551 mTorr, B05100 G, andn05131013 cm23.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Dispersion curves~top! and
envelopes of the absorption spect
~bottom!, for the uniform plasma of
densityn05231012 cm23, at parallel
antenna currents. ~a! and ~b!:
pAr56 mTorr andB05100 G; ~c! and
~d!: pAr551 mTorr andB05300 G.
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spectrum computed with H-TG model is shown in Fig. 5~b!
~solid circles!. The absorption is suppressed for the low
harmonics from the region of reduced skin effect,k,klow ,
because damping of these modes is stronger than a
mTorr. The absorption clearly maximizes for the modes w
k well belowkup, rather than for those modes which have t
maximum penetration depths. This results from the fact t
in the H-TG model a principal part of the input power
absorbed through the mode conversion of helicons into e
trostatic TG waves.12,17 In uniform plasma, the conversio
occurs at a plasma boundary where the radial electron
rent must vanish. This yields the following relation betwe
the amplitudes of the helicon and TG waves16

Er
~TG!' i ~vce /gev!Eu

~H ! at r 5r 0 . ~24!

So, the amplitude of the TG wave and thus the absorp
due to conversion is maximum providedEu

(H) is maximum at
the boundary. As long asEu

(H);J1(rvvpe
2 /kc2vce), the

maximum absorption occurs for the modes with axial wa
numbers

k'kmax5r 0vvpe
2 /1.84c2vce , ~25!

where the numerical factor 1.84 corresponds to the fi
maximum ofJ1 . Equation~25! is found to predict well the
maximum of the H-TG spectrum in Fig. 5~b!. The absorption
spectrum dramatically changes in the TE-H approximat
@open circles in Fig. 5~b!#. As a result of low helicon damp
ing, the spectrum has a sharp maximum relative to the
radial cavity resonance, and a small maximum, at lowek,
corresponding to the second radial resonance. Position
these resonances are in a good agreement with Eq.~23!.

The effect of increasing magnetic field on the wave d
persion is seen from Figs. 5~c! and 5~d! computed at the
same conditions as Fig. 3, but atB05300 G. The right
boundary for the propagating helicons,kup, shifts toward
lower harmonics, and damping of intermediate helic
modes decreases, in agreement with Eqs.~20! and~22!. The
magnetic field weakly affects damping of evanescent h
Downloaded 25 Sep 2001 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cons, k.kup. Damping of the TG modes is stronger
higherB0 , as seen from Eq.~21!. The envelope of the H-TG
absorption spectrum@solid circles in Fig. 5~d!# is found to be
narrower than at 100 G and much narrower than at z
magnetic field. The TE-H absorption spectrum@open circles
in Fig. 5~d!# maximizes at the first radial resonance.

The influence of the plasma nonuniformity on the a
sorption spectra is seen from Fig. 6 computed with parab
density profile Eq.~1!. With decreasing edge density, th
spectra computed with both models decrease for the s
modes whereas increase for the long modes. This is du
the decrease of mean density in the plasma column, whic
followed by the decrease of the effective upper boundary

FIG. 6. Envelopes of the absorption spectra computed for a nonunif
plasma with~a! H-TG and ~b! TE-H models, at parallel antenna current
pAr551 mTorr, B05300 G, andn05131013 cm23.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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propagating helicons. Another reason for the suppressio
short wave absorption is the appearance of a low den
region adjoining the plasma boundary, which is nontransp
ent for the short helicons and plays the same role as
vacuum gap between the antenna and plasma column17,19

The TE-H spectral peak decreases withnedge, apparently due
to reduction of the cavity resonances.

IV. ABSORPTION PROFILES

Spatial profiles of the specific absorbed power,pa(r ,z),
were computed using Eq.~11!. Figure 7~a!42 shows in log
scale, log10(pa), the profile for a uniform unmagnetize
plasma at the same conditions as in Fig. 2.~Note pa has
dimensions of mW/cm3, and the current in each of antenn
loops is equal to 1 A throughout this section.! In this case,
the skin depthdc'0.5r 0 , but the penetration depth is foun
to be somewhat less thandc . It is equal to some averag
over the spectrum shown in Fig. 2~b!. As long asEu is the
only electric field component excited atB050, the absorp-
tion vanishes on the axis form50 excitation. The axial
width of the absorption profile is mainly defined by the to
width of the double antenna. At densities lower than in F
7~a!, the shape of the absorption profile does not cha
substantially, but its magnitude drops approximately asn0 .

FIG. 7. Profiles of the absorbed power, log10(pa) with pa in mW/cm3, for an
unmagnetized plasma excited with parallel antenna currents,
pAr551 mTorr. Uniform plasma of density~a! n05231012 cm23 and ~b!
n05131013 cm23; and ~c! nonuniform plasma with center densityn051
31013 cm23 and edge densitynedge50.
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At higher densities, the profile substantially shrinks in t
radial direction whereas its magnitude increases o
slightly, as seen from Fig. 7~b!. The influence of the plasma
nonuniformity on the absorption profile is seen from F
7~c!. The absorption peak decreases, but the profile spre
radially from the plasma edge. As a result, the total abso
tion is found to remain practically constant. This is so at hi
central densities, when the mean skin depth is less t
'r 0/2. At lower densities, the absorption area is extend
radially up to the plasma center and thus cannot vary con
erably with density, so that the total absorption drops w
decreasing edge density.

The absorption profile substantially differs when t
plasma is magnetized,vce.vugeu. Figure 8~a! shows, on a
log scale, the profile computed with H-TG model at the sa
conditions as in Fig. 7, but withB05100 G. The helicon
radiation results in that the profile is considerably extend
axially, especially in the bulk plasma, as compared with t
at zero magnetic field. An absorption peak under the ante
is practically the same in amplitude as in theB050 case, but
is sharper. The peak is formed mainly by the power depo
tion from the TG waves and, to a minor degree, from e
nescent helicons, since the TG amplitudes are much hig
As long as the penetration depths of the TG waves are
than the skin depth, the near-antenna peak is sharper in

at
FIG. 8. Profiles of the absorbed power, in log scale, computed with
H-TG model for a magnetized plasma, atpAr551 mTorr, B05100 G, n0

5231012 cm23, and parallel antenna currents.~a! Uniform plasma,~b!
nedge50.5n0 , and~c! nedge50.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Profiles of the absorbed
power, in log scale, computed with th
H-TG model for ~top! uniform and
~bottom! nonuniform plasma with
nedge50, at pAr551 mTorr, B0

5300 G, and parallel antenna cur
rents.~a! and ~b!: n05231012 cm23;
~c! and ~d!: n05231013 cm23.
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radial direction than that atB050. In contrast with unmag-
netized case, one can see in Fig. 8~a! a finite on-axis absorp
tion due to appearance of theEz electric field in magnetized
plasma. For the parallel excitation,Ez50 in the antenna
midplane,z5220 cm, as there are no waves reflected fro
the ends, and thus the absorption is zero at this position
axis.

Figures 8~b! and 8~c! show the absorption profiles com
puted for the nonuniform plasma with the same central d
sity as in Fig. 8~a!. One can see that the shape of the pro
near the plasma center depends only slightly on the non
formity, whereas the near-antenna peak decreases. As
from Fig. 8~c!, the peak holds even at zero edge density,
its position shifts somewhat from the plasma surface. In
case, the surface conversion of the helicon waves into
waves does not occur. Instead, the bulk conversion is sti
lated at the density gradient.16 The absorption is proportiona
to the density growing inward from the edge, whereas
generation of the TG waves intensifies with increase of
density gradient toward the plasma edge. The position of
absorption peak is defined by a competition of these
factors.

Increasing magnetic field results in the decrease of
helicon damping@see Eq.~22! and Fig. 5~c!#. For this reason,
the absorption profile in the bulk plasma extends far fr
antenna due to enhanced radiation of helicon waves, as
from Fig. 9~a! computed at the same conditions as Fig. 8~a!,
but atB05300 G. The near-edge absorption far from anten
is found to be higher because the TG amplitudes incre
with magnetic field, as clear from Eq.~24!. The under-
antenna absorption peak is approximately the same in am
tude as in previous cases, but falls faster radially due
stronger damping of the TG waves@see Eq.~21! and Fig.
5~c!#. Decrease of the edge density changes the absorptio
the bulk plasma only slightly but substantially reduces
under-antenna peak and shifts it inward at very low ed
density, as seen from Fig. 9~b!. At higher center density, the
absorption profile is narrower in the axial direction, as sho
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in Fig. 9~c!. The reason for this can be understood from
general property of the wave packages: the width of a loc
ized wave profile in configuration space is inversely prop
tional to its width in k-space. As long as the width of th
heliconk-spectrum,'kup, increases with density, the widt
of the helicon wave profile in the configuration space b
comes narrower with density. One can see from Fig. 9 t
the near-edge absorption due to the mode conversion is m
pronounced at higher density, as a result of stronger dam
of the TG waves. As seen from Fig. 9~d!, the under-antenna
peak decreases with edge density, but not so strongly a
does at lower center density. At the same time, the bulk
sorption increases and extends axially due to enhanced ra
tion of helicons.

Figure 10 shows the absorption profiles computed w
neglect of the TG waves~TE-H model! at the same condi-
tions as in Fig. 9. One can see that the spatial distribution
the absorption alters dramatically: the profile becomes m
more uniform, and is 1–2 orders of magnitude lower. T
under-antenna absorption is very weak at lower densities@see
Fig. 10~a!#. At higher density, a peak formed by evanesce
helicons exists in uniform plasma but practically disappe
in nonuniform plasma@compare Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!#.

Figure 11, as compared with Fig. 8, demonstrates
influence of pressure~collision frequency! on the absorption
profile. One can see from Fig. 11~a! that at lower pressure o
6 mTorr the absorption is concentrated in a thin edge la
because damping rates of the TG waves are higher than
are at 51 mTorr. Irradiated by the antenna, helicon wa
propagate along the plasma column and preferentially tra
fer the energy to the TG waves near the edge rather t
suffer from the collisional damping in the bulk plasma. O
can see from Fig. 11~b! that in a nonuniform plasma th
center absorption is enhanced whereas the absorption d
the mode conversion shifts inward from the edge. The pro
computed with TE-H model@see Fig. 11~c!# demonstrates the
appearance of reflected waves and formation of standing
tern. This profile is asymmetric around the antenna midpl
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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as a result of the asymmetric antenna position relative to
reflecting ends.

Absorption profiles for the anti-parallel currents in a
tenna loops are presented in Fig. 12. In this case, the
modes are excluded from the antenna spectrum and
from the absorption spectrum@see Figs. 1 and 4~c!#. For this
reason, the near-antenna peak in Fig. 12~a! is very steep ra-
dially, as it is formed by the short, strongly damping T
waves. As long as the reduction of the edge density just
the contribution of short modes, the absorption substanti
decreases in nonuniform plasma, as seen from Fig. 12~b!.
The profile computed with the TE-H model is much mo
extended from the antenna, as shown in Fig. 12~c!.

To quantitatively characterize the spatial partition of a
sorption, we computed the fractions of the rf power absor
in various parts of the plasma column. The portion of to
power deposited in the axial part of the plasma column, c
tered at the antenna midplane and 4 cm long, was define
the under-antenna absorption,Pua . The portion absorbed in
near-boundary radial layer of 2 mm width, which compris
15% of the total plasma volume, was considered as the e
absorption,Ped . We also computed the portionPue absorbed
in a 2 mmedge layer of the under-antenna region, of fra
tional volume abouthue'0.4%.

FIG. 10. Absorption profiles, in log scale, computed with the TE-H mod
at pAr551 mTorr, B05300 G, and parallel antenna currents.~a! Uniform
plasma with n05231012 cm23; ~b! uniform and ~c! nonuniform (nedge

50) plasma withn05231013 cm23.
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Figure 13 shows the variation with density of all thre
fractions computed for the uniform plasma, 51 mTorr, a
parallel excitation. They are found to be weakly sensitive
the density variation. As seen from Fig. 13~a!, increasing
magnetic field gives rise to a decrease of thePua /Pa ratio, as
a result of increasing helicon wave radiation. On the co
trary, Ped /Pa increases with magnetic field due to decrea
of the TG damping lengths. A competition of these two te
dencies results in thatPue /Pa depends only slightly on the
magnetic field, as seen from Fig. 13~c!. This fraction can be
two orders of magnitude higher than the fractional volum
hue . All power fractions computed with the TE-H model a
found to be much lower, as shown in Fig. 13 by dash
curves. The power fractions computed for the anti-para
excitation at 51 mTorr and for the parallel excitation at
mTorr demonstrate, in general, similar tendencies. Howe
specific results reflect changes in the helicon wave emis
ity, as discussed above. For instance, all dependencies
more pronounced at 6 mTorr; the under-antenna absorptio
insensitive to the magnetic field for the anti-parallel exci
tion. Note that the power absorption at high pressures d
not demonstrate, neither in experiment nor in calculatio
any considerable peculiarities in the range of lower hyb
resonance (B0'678 G), as it does at low pressures.38

, FIG. 11. Absorption profiles, in log scale, atpAr56 mTorr, B05100 G,
n05231012 cm23, and parallel antenna currents. H-TG model for~a! uni-
form and ~b! nonuniform plasma withnedge50; ~c! TE-H model for the
uniform plasma.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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The influence of the plasma nonuniformity on the und
antenna absorption can be seen from Fig. 14 computed
the H-TG model. The variation ofPua /Pa with the edge
density is very weak at zero magnetic field, but is stronge
300 G. The edge under-antenna absorption clearly dem
strates more substantial dependence on the edge de
Pue /Pa is found to scale roughly asnedge

1/2 in unmagnetized
plasma, and almost linearly withnedgeat 300 G. At 6 mTorr,
the under-antenna absorption turns out to depend m
stronger on the edge density.

V. PLASMA LOAD RESISTANCE

The dependence of plasma resistance on density
computed for various conditions with the use of Eq.~12!.
Figure 15~a! shows the load resistance of unmagnetized, u
form plasma column excited with parallel currents, at tw
values of Ar pressure. Also shown is the variation of t
collisional skin depths with density@see Eq.~15!#. The resis-
tance first increases nearly linearly, reaches the maxim
value at some density, and then slightly drops. The maxim
occurs when the skin depth drops down to the value of or
of 0.4r 0 . At this level, the azimuthal countercurrent gene
ated in plasma becomes strong enough to cancel the ant
field in the bulk plasma. Beyond the maximum, the res
tance slightly decreases due to a cooperative effect of sev

FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 11, but atpAr551 mTorr, B05100 G, n051
31013 cm23, and anti-parallel antenna currents.
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FIG. 13. Fractions of the total power absorbed in the under-antenna re
~a!, edge layer~b!, and edge layer of the under-antenna region~c!. Solid and
broken curves were computed, respectively, with the H-TG model at var
B0 , and with the TE-H model at 300 G.pAr551 mTorr and parallel currents
in the antenna loops.

FIG. 14. Fractions of the total power absorbed in the under-antenna re
~solid curves! and in its edge layer~dashed curves! of the nonuniform
plasma column, at various edge densities andn05231013 cm23 ~solid sym-
bols! and n05231011 cm23 ~open symbols!. pAr551 mTorr and parallel
antenna currents.~a! B050 G and~b! B05300 G.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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factors, including shrinking of the absorption area, decre
of the field amplitudes due to shielding effect of the plas
current, increase of collision frequency through the Coulo
addend, and the depletion of the antenna spectrum. One
see from Fig. 15~a! that in the density range above
31012cm23 the resistance at 51 mTorr is more than twice
large as that at 6 mTorr. An apparent reason is that the
depth and thus the spatial area of the rf power deposition
reduced at lower pressure.

The resistance of a uniform plasma column compu
with the H-TG model atB05300 G is shown in Fig. 15~b!.
For parallel antenna currents, the initial growth rate of
resistance is slower than at zero magnetic field. The m
mum value of resistance at 51 mTorr,Rmax, is only a little
higher whereas the position of maximum,nmax, is consider-
ably higher than those values atB050. At 6 mTorr, both the
maximum resistance and corresponding density are con
erably higher than at zero magnetic field. The higher leve
density needed to saturate the resistance in magne
plasma is a result of substantial redistribution of plasma c
rents. As concluded in Sec. IV by comparing Figs. 7 and
the under-antenna region, where the fields are the mos
tense, is radially greatly reduced while axially only slight
extended in the presence of the magnetic field. The rea
was seen in that the near-surface plasma current is ma
due to TG waves penetrating a distance much smaller
the skin depth. So, the total area occupied by the inte

FIG. 15. Dependencies of the plasma resistance on density for the un
plasma and Ar pressures of 51 mTorr~solid curves! and 6 mTorr~dashed
curves!. Unmagnetized plasma~a!; B05300 G and H-TG approximation~b!
and TE-H approximation~c!. PC and AC refer to the parallel and ant
parallel antenna currents. At 51 mTorr, the resistance acquires the maxi
value,Rmax, at a characteristic densitynmax.
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plasma countercurrent drops with increasingB0 , and thus
higher density is needed to induce the current strong eno
for canceling the fields in the bulk plasma. As seen from F
15~b!, the variation of resistance with density is similar
both pressures. The reason is that the helicon waves dire
excited by the antenna are dominantly absorbed through
mode conversion into TG waves. This cooperative mec
nism is weakly sensitive to the collisions. The resistan
turns out to be much lower for anti-parallel antenna curre
@see Fig. 15~b!# because the antenna spectrum in this c
does not include long modes and thus excitation of l
damping helicons is suppressed.

The resistance computed with the TE-H model is sho
in Fig. 15~c! for the same conditions as in Fig. 15~b!. At 51
mTorr, the initial growth rate is lower than that predicted
the H-TG model, but the level of saturation is nearly t
same. The resistance curve is slightly rippled due to the c
ity resonances, which are well suppressed at such a
pressure. These resonances become pronounced with
creasing damping of helicon waves. As seen from Fig. 15~c!,
the resistance peaks are very sharp at lower pressure
mTorr, and especially in the range of smaller densities wh
collisions are reduced. Each peak is split into two, cor
sponding to the first and second radial resonances. Ano
way to reduce the helicon damping is to raise the magn
field, as seen from Eq.~22!. Even at 51 mTorr, the resistanc
curves computed with the TE-H model turn out to displ
distinct resonances at magnetic fields above 500 G~not
shown!. As seen from comparison of Figs. 15~b! and 15~c!,
the TE-H resistance for anti-parallel currents is very low.

Figure 16~a! shows the influence of radial plasma no
uniformity on the plasma resistance computed with
H-TG model for the parabolic profile, Eq.~1!. One can see

rm

um

FIG. 16. Dependencies of the plasma resistance on the center dens
various edge densities.~a! pAr551 mTorr, B05100 G, and H-TG approxi-
mation, and~b! pAr56 mTorr, B05300 G, and TE-H approximation.
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that initial growth rate of the resistance curve is less in n
uniform plasma. For parallel currents, the saturation occ
at highern0 . This behavior may be understood by consid
ing the influence of nonuniformity upon the plasma curren
Indeed, the resistance saturation occurs when the pla
countercurrent becomes strong enough to cancel the ant
fields in the bulk plasma. As long as the countercurrent flo
mainly on the edge, the saturation in nonuniform plas
occurs when the value ofnedge ~if it is not too low! is ap-
proximately equal to the value of density at which the eff
arises in the uniform case. One can see from Fig. 16~a! that
the resistance of a nonuniform plasma column may be hig
at high n0 , even with zeronedge. Although the nonunifor-
mity cuts out the high components of the spectrum, the t
absorption can be raised through the increasing contribu
of the long modes. With parallel currents, the dependenc
resistance on nonuniformity is similar at any magnetic fi
including B050. One can see from Fig. 16~a! that for anti-
parallel currents the decrease of edge density strongly
duces the resistance, and the maximum does not occur in
range of reasonable densities. This is found to be the ca
any magnetic field. Resistance curves computed with
TE-H model for the nonuniform plasma are shown in F
16~b!. They are multi-peaked due to excitation of the cav
resonances. At lowernedge, the mean level of the resistanc
decreases; the peaks are reduced and change position
survive even at zero edge density.

Theoretical scaling of the resistance with magnetic fie
that is, dependencies onB0 of the maximum resistance
Rmax, and of its position,nmax, is shown in Fig. 17. It is
computed with the H-TG model for a uniform plasma. A
seen, the maximum values of resistance for both 51 an
mTorr are very close and vary only slightly above 100
Below 100 G, the effect of magnetic field is more pr
nounced at the lower pressure of 6 mTorr. Positions of
resistance maxima are also close above 100 G for both p
sures and depend linearly on the magnetic field. For a n
uniform plasma, one can find a similar resistance scaling,
the resistance maxima become somewhat lower and occ
higher center densities.

FIG. 17. Dependencies on the magnetic field of the plasma resistance m
mum,Rmax, and characteristic density,nmax, for the uniform plasma and Ar
pressures of 51 mTorr~solid curves! and 6 mTorr~dashed curves!.
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VI. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

In Fig. 18, measured values of the antenna load re
tance are compared with theoretical dependencies of
plasma resistance computed with both the H-TG and TE
models. Computations were performed with density profi
like those measured in experiment. Experimental resista
includes, in contrast with theoretical one, an additional p
associated with nonplasma losses in the rf circuitry and m
environment, which amount to a few tenths of Ohm but a
not known exactly. To within this addend and considering
alteration of the plasma profile with varying density, one c
see in Fig. 18~a! that theory gives a good fit to the exper
mental data at zero magnetic field~ICP discharge!, for both
the parallel and anti-parallel antenna currents. One can se
Fig. 18~b! that the agreement of the H-TG theory with e
periment is good over the whole range of densities for
mTorr and 300 G, with both relative directions of the anten
currents. With parallel currents, the agreement is poorer
still satisfactory with TE-H theory: it underestimates the r
sistance at lower densities while overestimates it at hig
densities. However, the agreement is much worse for
case of anti-parallel currents, as the TE-H approach yie
too low values of resistance.

Figure 18~c! compares the resistances at the lower pr

xi-

FIG. 18. Measured antenna load resistance and computed with the H
model plasma resistance vs center density, for the parallel~solid symbols
and solid curves! and anti-parallel~open symbols and dashed curves! an-
tenna currents. Arrows show experimentally measured density jumps.
ted curves in ~b! and ~c! are computed with the TE-H model.~a!
pAr551 mTorr andB050 G; ~b! pAr551 mTorr andB05300 G; and~c!
pAr56 mTorr andB05100 G. In~a! and ~b!, theoretical curves were com
puted withnedge50.5n0 , for the parallel currents, and withnedge5n0 , for
the anti-parallel currents. In~c!, nedge50.2n0 .
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sure of 6 mTorr. In this case, computations were perform
with nedge50.2n0 because the measured density profile
more peaked than in the case of 51 mTorr. The H-TG the
predicts a resistance about 1.5 times less than in the mea
ments, and does not predict so strong density jump as it
experiment. The disagreement is thought to result from
kinetic effects neglected in the model, and from substan
change in density profile before and after the jump. The p
diction of the TE-H approach is worse as it yields a res
tance 2–4 times lower than the experimental one. Note
in Fig. 18~c! there are neither experimental points at hi
densities for parallel currents nor any points at all for an
parallel antenna currents. The reason is that ignition of
discharge was not possible at 6 mTorr with anti-parallel
citation, in spite of the fact that computations predict a co
siderable absorption. The reason for this is not known
sure but is thought to be a problem of discharge initiat
rather than of power absorption. With parallel antenna c
rents, the discharge could be initiated at 6 mTorr. Howev
except for very high fields above 500 G, it produced mu
poorer plasma density and met problems with coupling to
high density mode, in contrast with the discharge at 51 mT
and the same input power.

Computed dependencies of the plasma resistance
density can be used to predict the jumps into the high den
mode by considering the power balance in the discharge,16,19

which is known to be of primary importance as compar
with the particle balance.39,40 Such a semi-qualitative ap
proach permits one, in particular, to estimate the threshol
input power that is needed to initiate the density jump. F
ure 19 shows computed and measured dependencies o
magnetic field of the threshold power,Pth , normalized to
that needed for the jump at zero magnetic field,P0 . One can

FIG. 19. Measured and computed with the H-TG model dependencie
the magnetic field of the threshold power for the density jump for~a! par-
allel and ~b! anti-parallel antenna currents, atpAr551 mTorr. Threshold
power is normalized to that for the jump atB050 G.
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see from Fig. 19~a! that, for the case of parallel antenn
currents, experimental scaling ofPth with magnetic field is
nearly linear and fits well with the theoretical scaling, t
latter being insensitive to plasma nonuniformity. For an
parallel currents, the scaling is also nearly linear@see Fig.
19~b!#, but it fits well only to the theoretical curve compute
for a nearly uniform plasma profile.

The axial profiles of the ac magnetic field,Bz(r 50), are
compared in Fig. 20 for the case of anti-parallel excitatio
Figure 20~a! shows the normalized profiles in the low dens
mode, before the density jump. As seen, both H-TG a
TE-H models yield close profiles well fitted to the expe
mental one. For the high density mode@see Fig. 20~b!# the-
oretical curves were adjusted for phase to fit the nodes ofBz .
The H-TG approach is found to give much better fit to t
experimental data. The TE-H model strongly overestima
the radiation of helicons into remote plasma. It is apparen
a general shortcoming that is inherent in the TE-H model
is clear from the absorption profiles considered in Sec. IV

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A comparative examination of the antenna spectru
wave dispersion, and power absorption spectra as funct
of the axial wave number allows one to estimate the rela
role of various factors in rf power absorption and thus
determine the scaling laws. The antenna spectrum define
regions ofk-space where waves can, in principle, be e
ciently excited. Whether or not they would be excited
governed by the helicon dispersion. The simplest dispers
curves for an unbounded, uniform plasma give a clear p

on
FIG. 20. Axial profiles of theBz magnetic field on the axis, as measure
~crosses! and computed with the H-TG~solid curves! and TE-H ~dashed
curves! models, for the anti-parallel antenna currents,pAr551 mTorr, and
B05300 G. ~a! Low density mode before the jump,n05231011 cm23, and
~b! high density mode after the jump,n05131013 cm23.
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ture of this. Excited helicons are absorbed mainly via mo
conversion into TG waves at the plasma boundary and
regions of strong density gradient.

The absorptionk-spectrum includes three different re
gions. The principal absorption is provided by the mod
with intermediate wavelengths in the region of helicon tra
parency, Eq.~19!. Inside this region, the most efficient ab
sorption comes from helicon modes whoseEu fields are
maximum near the plasma boundary, Eq.~25!. A consider-
able absorption may be associated with long modes from
region of the decreased skin effect,k,klow . Short evanes-
cent modes,k.kup, contribute weakly to absorption. In
nonuniform plasma, the short-wave part of the absorpt
spectrum gradually weakens with decreasing edge dens

The double loopm50 antenna with parallel current
efficiently generates the long waves with lengths exceed
twice the distance between the loops. For this reason,
absorption can suffer from the depletion of antenna spect
at high densities and/or low magnetic fields, when the up
excitation boundary,kup, gets to the region of the poor spe
tral intensity of the antenna. On the contrary, the ante
with anti-parallel currents generates the short modes
gives rise to substantial absorption at high densities an
decreased magnetic fields, when its spectral intensity is h
for the wave numbers aboveklow .

The most efficient absorption occurs in the und
antenna region due to TG waves and, in a minor degree,
to evanescent helicon modes. The TG waves give rise
sharp absorption peak, which increases with TG wave da
ing and is located in the near-boundary layer just underne
the antenna. This is consistent with the results
experiments41 where the optical emission from the ‘‘ho
spots’’ located at the periphery of the under-antenna reg
was measured to increase with pressure. The absorptio
remote plasma is stimulated by the helicon wave radiation
is enhanced at lower densities and especially at higher m
netic fields and lower pressures. The radiated waves su
from mode conversion, which considerably reduces the a
penetration depth, as compared with the collisional de
and gives rise to the enhanced near-edge absorption.
plasma nonuniformity increases the helicon radiation and
duces the near-antenna absorption. At very low edge de
ties, the bulk mode conversion prevails over the surface c
version, and the absorption peak moves from the bound
into the bulk plasma.

With increasing density, the plasma load resistan
grows up and then saturates when the countercurrent ind
in plasma becomes strong enough to cancel in the pla
interior the magnetic flux produced by the antenna curre
At zero magnetic field, the resistance magnitude decre
with the collision frequency, but it is practically independe
of the collisions in magnetized plasma. The characteri
density at which saturation of resistance occurs increa
nearly linearly with magnetic field, as a result of the alt
ation of the area occupied by the plasma current. At z
field, this area is defined by the skin size. In magnetiz
plasma, the countercurrent is generated mainly by the
waves near the plasma edge. At high pressures, the dam
length of the TG wave is shorter than the skin depth a
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scales asB0
21, so that the current area shrinks radially wi

the same dependence. In nonuniform plasma, the resist
increases with density at a lower rate because the intensi
mode conversion, and thus the near-surface countercur
are reduced. The resistance maximum is reached at hi
density but is practically the same in magnitude as in u
form plasma.

A detailed comparison of numerous experimental d
with theoretical computations on the basis of theory cons
ering TG waves shows a good agreement of the results
cluding the plasma load resistance, thresholds for den
jumps, and field profiles, over a broad range of parame
~see also Ref. 19!. Therefore, this theoretical approach see
to be satisfactory for the characterization of power abso
tion in high pressure helicon plasmas. The approach neg
ing the excitation of the TG waves yields reasonable val
of the plasma resistance at strong helicon damping, bu
unsatisfactory at low densities, and especially at low pr
sures and high magnetic fields when helicon damping is
weak as to give rise to the cavity resonances. With neglec
the TG waves, the fields were found to penetrate mu
deeper into remote plasma, in disagreement with meas
ments, and thus to result in absorption that is too exten
from the antenna.
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